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Introduction by the Organisers

This was a highly successful workshop on some of the exciting recent developments
in set theory. There were 45 participants. By limiting the number of talks to 25,
there was ample time for research collaboration in small groups, which rendered
the meeting very relaxed, enjoyable and productive.

Among the highlights of the workshop are the following:
Justin Moore presented some dramatic new work on the existence of a universal

Aronszajn line, demonstrating that the existence of a canonical, universal linear
ordering is not limited to the countable case. There were several beautiful pre-
sentations in the area of descriptive set theory: Christian Rosendal provided a
rough classification of Banach spaces, Slawomir Solecki described G-delta ideals of
compact sets, Simon Thomas drew some striking connections between set theory
and geometric group theory and John Clemens discussed Borel homomorphisms
of smooth Sigma-ideals. A major new result was presented by David Schrittesser,
who showed that projective measurability does not imply the projective Baire
property.

There were two major results in the related areas of large cardinals and deter-
minacy: John Steel calculated the consistency strength of determinacy for games
on reals and he together with Ronald Jensen discovered a way of building the core
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model for a Woodin cardinal in ZFC without additional large cardinal hypotheses.
Several talks presented important recent work related to the pcf theory: Todd Eis-
worth discussed combinatorial properties at the successor of a singular cardinal,
Matteo Viale told us about reflection and approachability and Moti Gitik brought
us up to date on consistency results regarding the behaviour of the generalised
continuum function.

In combinatorial set theory we heard lectures on induced Ramsey theory, MAD
families, weak diamonds and simple cardinal invariants. And in the theory of
forcing we heard about Laver products, p-points, indestructibility of weak com-
pactness, mixed support iterations and reflection.

Paul Larson’s very nice talk on Martin’s Maximum and definability rounded
out a very successful meeting.

Sy-David Friedman
Menachem Magidor
Hugh Woodin
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Abstracts

MAD families on singular cardinals

Jörg Brendle

Let κ be an infinite cardinal. A family A ⊆ [κ]κ of κ-sized subsets of κ is called
almost disjoint if |A ∩ B| < κ for all distinct A,B ∈ A. It is a maximal almost
disjoint family (a mad family, for short) if it is maximal with this property, that
is, for every C ∈ [κ]κ there is A ∈ A such that |A∩C| = κ. Obviously, a partition
of κ into λ < cf(κ) many sets is a mad family of size λ. Accordingly, we define
the almost disjointness number on κ by aκ := min{|A| : A ⊆ [κ]κ is mad and
|A| ≥ cf(κ)}. An easy diagonal argument shows that aκ > cf(κ).

While a := aω has been intensively studied in the past, and, in particular,
a number of deep consistency results concerning the order-relationship between
a and other cardinal invariants of the continuum have been obtained (see, for
example, [6], [2], and [3]), very little is known about aκ for uncountable κ. For
regular uncountable κ, aκ has recently been investigated by Blass, Hyttinen, and
Zhang [1]; among others they obtained the interesting result saying that dκ = κ+

implies aκ = κ+. For singular κ, a straightforward stretching argument shows that
given a mad family on cf(κ), there is also a mad family on κ of the same size; in
particular,

(1) aκ ≤ acf(κ).

Furthermore, Kojman, Kubís, and Shelah [5] have obtained two important results,
namely,

(2) aκ ≥ min{bcf(κ), bκ} where bcf(κ) is the unbounding number on cf(κ), and
bκ is a cardinal defined in terms of pcf (in most situations, it is max pcf);

(3) if aκ ≤ λ < bκ, then there is a mad family on κ of size λ.

In particular, if aκ < κ, then aκ ≥ bcf(κ).
In view of (1) above it is natural to ask

Problem 1. Is aκ < acf(κ) consistent?

This is part of a much more general problem: can one construct, either in ZFC or
at least consistently, mad families on κ which are not “induced” by mad families on
cf(κ). The point is that every “known” mad family on κ is obtained by stretching
a mad family on cf(κ) and then possibly increasing size by using (the proof of)
(3).

We consider Problem 1 for κ of countable cofinality. Assume κn is a strictly
increasing sequence of regular cardinals with limit κ. Our approach is as follows:

• force a generic mad family on κ of size µ where µ is regular with ℵ2 ≤ µ < κ
which does not come from a mad family on ω (in fact: such that an
isomorphism-of-names argument shows there is no mad family on ω of
size µ);
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• embed this forcing into the template framework (see [6], [2], and [3]) which
forces b = d = µ and preserves the madness of the generic mad family on
κ (and such that the isomorphism-of-names argument still works).

Since a ≥ b in ZFC, the isomorphism-of-names argument will yield a > µ. On the
other hand, the generic mad family on κ will witness aκ ≤ µ; together with aκ ≥ µ
which follows from (2), this gives aκ = µ.

More explicitly, given a set L and a family K ⊆ {Ka : a ∈ L} ⊆ P(κ), we devise
a ccc forcing PK which adds Fa ⊆ Ka such that for distinct a, b ∈ L, Fa ∩Fb ⊆ κn

for some n. Setting L0 := {a ∈ L : Ka = κ} and assuming |Ka| < κ for a /∈ L0, we
show that if µ := |L0| ≥ ℵ1, then PK adds a mad family F = {Fa : a ∈ L0} on κ
of size µ. If, furthermore, µ is measurable, then, after a preparatory forcing which
may involve collapsing µ to a cardinal ≥ ℵ2, PK forces there is no mad family
on ω of size µ. Embedding PK into the template framework, a procedure which
is standard though technical (and much more so than the earlier similar [3]), we
obtain for example

Theorem 2. [4] If the existence of a measurable cardinal is consistent, then so is
aℵω

= ℵ2 and a = ℵ3.

Many related problems are still open. For example:

Problem 3. Is aℵω
< a consistent with a > ℵω?

Problem 4. (Kojman, Kubís, and Shelah [5]) Is aℵω
= ℵω consistent?

Problem 5. Is aℵω1
< aℵ1

consistent?
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Borel homomorphisms of smooth σ-ideals

John D. Clemens

(joint work with Clinton Conley and Benjamin Miller)

We study the relationship between the quasi-order of Borel reducibility on the
class of countable Borel equivalence relations and the quasi-order of Borel homo-
morphism on smooth sigma-ideals. For Borel equivalence relations E and F on the
Polish spaces X and Y , E is Borel-reducible to F , E ≤B F , if there is a Borel func-
tion f : X → Y such that for all x1, x2 ∈ X we have x1Ex2 iff f(x1)Ff(x2). This
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quasi-ordering has been well-studied, and provides a comparison of the relative
complexity of the equivalence relations E and F .

An equivalence relation is said to be countable if every equivalence class is count-
able; a good introduction to the theory of countable Borel equivalence relations
may be found in [3]. Even among the countable Borel equivalence relations, the
quasi-order ≤B is very complicated, as shown by the work of Adams-Kechris ([1])
and Hjorth-Kechris ([4]).

Here we consider a different notion of comparison between countable Borel
equivalence relations. For a countable Borel equivalence relation E on X , we
define the smooth σ-ideal of E, IE , to be the σ-ideal generated by the Borel
partial transversals for E, where a partial transversal is a set B ⊆ X meeting
each equivalence class in at most one point. Then IE consists of all Borel sets
B ⊆ X such that E ↾ B is smooth, i.e., Borel-reducible to the identity relation on
some Polish space. Note that IE is a Π1

1-on-Σ1
1 σ-ideal. Our primary goal is to

determine to what extent the smooth σ-ideal IE captures the complexity of the
countable Borel equivalence relation E.

For σ-ideals I and J on the Polish spaces X and Y , a Borel homomorphism
from I to J is a Borel function π : X → Y such that for all B ∈ J we have
π−1[B] ∈ I. We write I 4B J when there is a Borel homomorphism from I to
J .

When π is a Borel reduction from E to F , then π is a Borel homomorphism
from IE to IF , but the converse is false. There are countable Borel equivalence
relations E and F such that there is a Borel homomorphism from IE to IF but E
is not Borel reducible to F (see [5] for examples of such relations). We establish
the precise relationship between 4B and a weakening of ≤B, and determine the
complexity of the quasi-order 4B on the Π1

1-on-Σ1
1 σ-ideals.

Let E and F be countable Borel equivalence relations on X and Y . A Borel
map π : X → Y is a Borel homomorphism from E to F if the image of each E-class
under π is contained in a single F -class. We say that π is an almost homomorphism
from E to F if the image of each E-class is contained in the union of finitely many
F -classes. For a countable Borel equivalence relation E on X , we say that a map
π : X → Y is smooth-to-one if for all y ∈ Y the inverse image π−1(y) is in IE , i.e.,
E ↾ π−1(y) is smooth.

Our main result is the following characterization of 4B:

Theorem 1. For countable Borel equivalence relations E and F on the Polish
spaces X and Y , the following are equivalent:

(1) There is a Borel homomorphism from IE to IF .
(2) There is a smooth-to-one Borel almost homomorphism from E to F .

Using this and results about the complexity of the Borel reducibility quasi-order
on the class of countable Borel equivalence relations, we show that the relation
4B is complicated both as a quasi-order and descriptively:

Theorem 2. Every Σ1
1 quasi-order on a Polish space is reducible to 4B. Every

Σ1
2 subset of a Polish space is reducible to 4B.
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Finally, we derive a corollary about homogeneous σ-ideals. Following Zaple-
tal ([6]), we say that a σ-ideal I on a Polish space X is homogeneous if for every
Borel set B ⊆ X there is a Borel homomorphism from I to I ↾ B. An equivalence
relation E is hyperfinite if E is the increasing union of a countable sequence of
Borel equivalence relations each of which has finite equivalence classes. We then
have the following characterization of when IE is homogeneous:

Theorem 3. For a countable Borel equivalence relation E, the following are equiv-
alent:

(1) IE is homogeneous.
(2) E is hyperfinite.

Zapletal asked whether there were natural examples of σ-ideals whose associated
forcing is proper but which are not homogeneous. The forcing associated to IE

is proper for any countable Borel equivalence relation E, so IE satisfies these
conditions whenever E is a non-hyperfinite countable Borel equivalence relation;
however, these are imperfect examples as there is a dense subset of the associated
forcing which is homogeneous.

Proofs of the results announced here may be found in [2].
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Stationary reflection

James Cummings

(joint work with Dorshka Wylie)

Let S, T be stationary subsets of a regular uncountable cardinal κ. Then we say
S < T if S reflects almost everywhere in T , and S <∗ T if U < T for all stationary
U ⊆ S. It is easy to see that S <∗ T is only possible when κ = µ+ for µ regular,
S ⊆ µ+ ∩ cof(< µ), and T ⊆ µ+ ∩ cof(µ) (modulo NS).

Starting with ω many supercompact cardinals, we show how to produce a
model in which there are stationary sets Bn ⊆ ωn+2 ∩ cof(ωn+1) such that ωn+2 ∩
cof(ωn) <∗ Bn for all n. This is in some sense an optimal result, since by work of
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Jech and Shelah the assertion ωn+2 ∩ cof(ωn) <∗ ωn+2 ∩ cof(ωn+1) can’t hold for
successive values of n.

Some representation theorems

Mirna Džamonja

We present two theorems which can be used to represent compact connected Haus-
dorff spaces in an algebraic context, using a Stone-like representation. The first
theorem stems from the work of Wallman and shows that every distributive dis-
junctive normal lattice is the lattice of closed sets in a unique up to homeomor-
phism connected compact Hausdorff space. The second theorem stems from the
work of Jung and Sünderhauf. Introducing the notion of strong proximity involu-
tion lattices, it shows that every such lattice can be uniquely represented as the
lattice of pairs of compact and open sets of connected compact Hausdorff space.
As a consequence we easily obtain a somewhat surprising theorem birepresenting
distributive disjunctive normal lattices and strong proximity involution lattices.

Some Open Problems in Combinatorial Set Theory

Todd Eisworth

In this talk, we will isolate several open questions that have arisen in our recent
research on square-brackets partition relations at successors of singular cardinals.
Question 1: Suppose λ = µ+ for µ singular, and S is a stationary subset of
{δ < λ : cf(δ) = cf(µ)}. Must there necessarily exist a sequence 〈Cδ : δ ∈ S〉 such
that

• Cδ is club in δ,
• otp(Cδ) = µ, and
• for every closed unbounded E ⊆ λ, the set of δ ∈ S with Cδ \ E bounded

in δ is stationary.

A positive answer would establish that λ 9 [λ]2λ holds outright in ZFC, while
a consistent negative would appear to be quite difficult to obtain.
Question 2 Suppose κ is a regular Jonsson cardinal. Can there be a function
F : [κ]<κ → κ and a uniform filter F on κ such that for any A ∈ [κ]κ, the range
of F ↾ [A]<ω is in F?

If κ is the successor of a singular cardinal, there there such F and F . However,
the existence of such a coloring at a Jonsson cardinal seems quite strong indeed.
This question has connections with the theory of minimal walks:
Question 3 Suppose κ is a regular Jonsson cardinal. Can there exist a C-system
on κ with a non-trivial trace filter?
Question 4 Suppose λ = µ+ for µ singular strong limit. Is the existence of an
indecomposable ultrafilter on λ compatible with 2µ > µ+?
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Aspects of Indestructible Weak Compactness

Gunter Fuchs

I came across the concept of indestructible weak compactness when working on
Maximality Principles for closed forcings. There are many variations of these
principles — let me concentrate on the lightface principles for <κ-closed forcing,
where κ is a regular cardinal. The Maximality Principle for <κ-closed forcing,
MP<κ−closed, says that any statement about κ that can be forced to be true by
<κ-closed forcing in such a way that it stays true in any further forcing extension
obtained by <κ-closed forcing, is already true. This is a very natural principle that
has many interesting consequences, see [4]. The idea of formulating maximality
principles in this way is due to Stavi and Väänänen, and was rediscovered by Joel
Hamkins. Say that a weakly compact cardinal κ is indestructibly weakly compact
if it stays weakly compact in any forcing extension obtained by <κ-closed forcing.
When investigating the consistency strength of MP<κ−closed at a large cardinal
κ, it turned out that for large cardinal properties that are Π1

1(Hκ), the addition
of the maximality principle to the large cardinal property doesn’t increase the
consistency strength of the theory. But for weak compactness, the addition of the
maximality principle makes it indestructible. More precisely:

Theorem. The following theories are equiconsistent:

(1) ZFC + MP<κ−closed + κ is weakly compact,
(2) ZFC + κ is indestructibly weakly compact.

So this raises the question how strong indestructible weak compactness is. It
turns out to be surprisingly strong: Apter and Hamkins ([1]) have established a
connection to supercompactness, namely that if κ is indestructibly weakly com-
pact in a model of set theory which is a forcing extension of an inner model by a
forcing which has a closure point below κ, then κ was supercompact in the ground
model. Also, Jensen, Schimmerling, Schindler and Steel ([5]), using an observation
of mine, have shown that if κ is indestructibly weakly compact (and only indestruc-

tibility under the collapse of κ+HOD
to κ is needed), then there is a non-domestic

premouse (i.e., a mouse in which there is an externally measurable cardinal which
is simulteneously a limit of Woodin cardinals, and a limit of cardinals strong up
to that cardinal — this is stronger than the ADR hypothesis).

The latter argument exploits the failure of weak covering at the indestructible
weakly compact cardinal in the stack over Kc, built up to that cardinal. I looked
more directly at the generic embeddings that one gets from an indestructibly
weakly compact cardinal κ: By collapsing P(Pκ(λ)) to size κ, one finds in the
generic extension a V-normal fine measure on Pκ(λ) in the sense of V (since κ is still
weakly compact in the extension, one can derive such a measure from a sufficiently
nice weakly compact embedding). One can now take the ultrapower of V by that
ultrafilter. This ultrapower is well-founded, and it has a property that’s slightly
resembling supercompact embeddings: If j : V −→ M is the generic ultrapower,
then j ↾ λ ∈M . I use this property to prove that the countably stationary tower,
Q<κ is well-founded and the corresponding ultrapower is < κ-closed in the forcing
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extension. As an application, if κ in addition is completely Jónsson, then every
set of reals in the Chang model has the regularity properties (using standard
stationary tower arguments). Another application is that if κ is indestructibly
weakly compact and µ < κ is a regular cardinal, then after collapsing κ to be µ+,
MA+(<µ− closed) holds. The version for µ = ω1 is a well-known strengthening of
Martin’s axiom which was introduced by Foreman, Magidor and Shelah, and has
many consequences known to follow from Martin’s Maximum. For an exposition
of these results and methods, see [3].

The overall question that remains is: What exactly is the strength of indestruc-
tible weak compactness? It would be interesting to see what else can be done with
the generic embeddings induced by indestructible weak compactness. One has to
be careful, though, when working with this concept: It is a brittle large cardinal
property, for indestructibility is destroyed by small forcing. And it has almost
no reflection properties: It is possible (from rather large cardinals) that the least
weakly compact cardinal is indestructibly so — this is shown in [2].
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Cardinal Arithmetic and dropping cofinalities on a stationary set

Moti Gitik

Variations of Short Extenders Forcings seem to be relevant for attempts to con-
struct models with a countable set of regular cardinals a having pcf(a) uncountable
(version of a negation of the PCF-conjecture) or models with a cardinal λ such
that the set

{κ < λ | κ is a singular cardinal and pp(κ) > λ}

is uncountable (the negation of the Shelah Weak Conjecture).
Shelah’s No Hole and Localization principles pose strict limitation on possible
cardinal (or pcf) configurations.
We continue to study cardinal configurations compatible with such limitations and
prove the following theorem about dropping cofinalities.

Theorem 1. Let λ0 < κ0 < · · · < λn < κn < · · · , κ =
⋃

n<ω κn =
⋃

n<ω λn.

Suppose that for each n < ω there are Eλn
a λ+n+1

n -extender over λn and Eκn
a

κ+n+2
n -extender over κn.

Let A ⊆ κ+2 ∩ cof(κ+). Then in a cofinality preserving generic extension the
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following hold:
there is a sequence of regular cardinals 〈ρn | n < ω〉 such that

(1) λn < ρn < κn, for each n < ω
(2) tcf(

∏
n<ω ρ

n+2
n /finite) = κ++

(3) if 〈fα | α < κ++〉 is a continuous scale in
∏

n<ω ρ
n+2
n , then for a club

∩ cof(κ+) many α’s

α ∈ A→ cof(fα(n)) = ρn+1
n

α 6∈ A→ cof(fα(n)) < λn.

Constructing K in ZFC

Ronald Jensen

(joint work with John Steel)

We assume: ZFC + “No Woodin Cardinal in Kc” and construct K which

• satisfies the standard first order definition;
• is absolute in any inner model containing K;
• is absolute in set forcing extensions;
• is universal and satisfies the weak covering lemma.

The background condition for the construction of Kc is robustness.

Even more simple cardinal invariants

Jakob Kellner

Blass [1] introduced a classification of cardinal characteristics, and in particular
defined Π0

1 characteristics. In the remarkable paper Many simple cardinal invari-
ants [2], Goldstern and Shelah showed that — in a very strong sense — there are
many Π0

1 characteristics:

Theorem 1. (Goldstern and Shelah) Assume CH. Assume that κǫ
ℵ
0 = κǫ for all

ǫ ∈ ω1 and that the functions fǫ, gǫ : ω → ω (ǫ ∈ ω1) are suitably chosen. Then
there is a partial order P preserving cardinals which forces that c∀(fǫ, gǫ) = κǫ for
all ǫ ∈ ω1.

The Π0
1 cardinal characteristics c∀(f, g) are defined as follows:

Definition 2. Let f, g : ω → ω \ 1 be such that f(n) > g(n) for all n.

• B : ω → P(ω) is an (f, g)-slalom if B(n) ⊆ f(n) and |B(n)| < g(n) for all
n ∈ ω.

• A family B of (f, g)-slaloms ∀-covers, if for all ν ∈
∏
f there is a B ∈ B

such that ν(n) ∈ B(n) for all n ∈ ω.
• c∀(f, g) is the minimal size of a ∀-covering family of (f, g)-slaloms.
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Note:

• There are some variants of this definition. For example a ∃-cover contains
for each ν ∈

∏
f a slalom B such that ν(n) ∈ B(n) infinitelz often. This

defines the invariant c∃(f, g).
• If the κǫ are chosen to be different, then we get a universe with ℵ1 many

pairwise different simple cardinal characteristics (so the continuum has to
be at least ℵω1

).
• From the point of view of forcing theory, this poses an interesting problem:

One cannot use countable support iterations (otherwise the continuum is
collapsed), nor finite support iterations (which add Cohen reals).

• In this particular instance, it is sufficient to use a coutable support product.
Generally, it is hard to control the behaviour of such product, but in
this particular case finite splitting lim-sup forcings can be used. These
forcings (and their countable support products) all satisfy fusion and pure
decision and therefore continuous reading of names, properness and are
ωω-bounding. Together with CH we get perservation of all cardinals.

So in the Goldstern Shelah model there are ℵ1 < ℵω1
≤ c many different

characteristics. It is natural to ask whether we can construct a universe with
continuum many cardinal invariants. The answer is yes [3]:

Theorem 3. Consistenly there are pairwise different κǫ and (fǫ, gǫ) forǫ ∈ c = ℵc

such that c∀(fǫ, gǫ) = κǫ.

The proof is a modification of Goldstern and Shelahs proof. Again, we can use
finite splitting lim-sup tree forcings. However, instead of a product one has to use
a mixture of product and iteration.

In joint work with Shelah we are investigating further generalizations of simi-
lar effects: We investigate forcing constructions (variants of products or mixtures
between products and iterations) to get large continuum, using the theory of crea-
ture forcing [5] as framework. This way we can deal with c∃ [4], and hopefully will
be able to construct universes in which several of the well known invariants are
pairwise different. However, in these models d will be ℵ1, since the constructions
work for ωω-bounding forcings only.
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Canonical, induced, continuous Ramsey theorems.

Menachem Kojman

(joint work with Stefanie Frick)

An induced Ramsey theorem is a partition theorem for graphs in which the
monochromatic object is required to be an induced subgraph of the colored graph.
The finite induced Ramsey theorem by Erdős, Hajnal, Posa, Nesetril, Rödle and
Deuben states that for every finite graph H there is a finite graph G such that for
every coloring of the edges of H by two colors there is an induced monochromatic
copy of H . This theorem does not hold with “countable” instead of finite (Erdős
and Pósa).

The theorem presented here is a generalization of the finite induced Ramsey
theorem and of Blass’ theorem about contiuous partitions of the Cantor space.
The object which is partitioned is the continuous graph Gmax, obtained as an
inverse limit of all finite random graph. The theorem states that for every finite
ordered graph H there exists a finite number r such that for all n and a continuous
coloring of all copies of H in (Gmax, <lx) by n colors, there is an induced copy
of Gmax on which at most r colors occur. In fact, there is a basis for all finite
cotinuous partitions of H in G consisting of a single “canonical” coloring.

Mixed Support Iterations and Applications

John Krueger

In my talk, I consider generalizations of the following properties to cardinals larger
than ω2, using mixed support iterations.

(I) There are no Aronszajn trees on ω2 ([8]).

(II) There is a disjoint stationary sequence on ω2; that is, there is a sequence
〈Sα : α ∈ S〉, where S ⊆ ω2 ∩ cof(ω1) is stationary, Sα is a stationary subset of
Pω1

(α) for α in S, and Sα ∩ Sβ is empty for α < β in S ([2], [6]).

(III) For all regular λ ≥ ω, there are stationarily many N in [H(λ)]ℵ1 which are
internally stationary but not internally club ([4], [1]).

(IV) For all regular λ ≥ ω2, there are stationarily many N in [H(λ)]ℵ1 which are
internally club but not internally approachable ([7], [1]).

Suppose that µ<µ = µ, µ < κ, and for all ζ < κ, ζ<µ < κ. Let λ be a strongly
inaccessible cardinal larger than κ.

Let 〈Pi, Q̇j : i ≤ λ, j < λ〉 be a forcing iteration satisfying the following proper-
ties:

(1) each Q̇i is forced to be µ-closed,

(2) for each even i, Q̇i is a name for Cohen forcing add(µ),
(3) supports on the even coordinates are of size less than µ, and supports on

the odd coordinates are of size less than µ+.
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In addition, define a weak ordering on any two step iteration P ∗ Q̇ by letting
p1 ∗ q̇1 ≤∗ p0 ∗ q̇0 if p1 ∗ q̇1 ≤ p0 ∗ q̇0 and p0 = p1. Now assume:

(4) for each even i, the two-step iteration 〈Q̇i∗Q̇i+1,≤
∗〉 with the weak ordering

is κ-strategically closed.
Then the iteration satisfies a variety of nice properties, including: (a) preserving
all cardinals and cofinalities less than or equal to κ, (b) (κ,∞, µ)-distributive, (c)
proper for elementary substructures of size less than κ which are internally ap-
proachable of length µ, and (d) any set of ordinals is in the ground, provided that
its intersection with any set of size less than κ in the ground model is also in the
ground model ([3]).

Using such an iteration, we are able to obtain models which satisfy versions of
properties (I) through (IV), where ω, ω1, and ω2 are replaced by µ, κ, and κ+ = λ
([6], [5]).
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Martin’s Maximum and definability in H(ℵ2)

Paul B. Larson

The following maximal version of Martin’s Axiom was introduced by Foreman,
Magidor and Shelah in [2].

Definition 1. Martin’s Maximum (MM) is the statement that if P is a partial
order such that forcing with P preserves stationary subsets of ω1, and 〈Dα | α <
ω1〉 is a collection of dense subsets of P, then there is a filter G ⊂ P meeting each
Dα.

By convention, MM+ is MM with the further requirement that if τ is a P-name
for a stationary set, then {α < ω1 | ∃q ∈ G q  α ∈ τ} is stationary, and MM++ is
MM+ but with ℵ1 many names for stationary subsets of ω1. We let MM+ω denote
the version of MM+ with countably many names.

The Pmax axiom (∗) (Definition 5.1 of [7]) says that the Axiom of Determinacy
(AD) holds in the inner model L(R) and that L(P(ω1)) is a Pmax-generic exten-
sion of L(R) (the partial order Pmax is introduced in [7] and is not used in this
work, though some parts use some of the Pmax machinery). Woodin showed [7]
that MM++(c) (MM++ restricted to posets of cardinality the continuum or less)
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and (∗) are independent over ZFC, assuming the consistency of a strong form of
determinacy (see Theorem 10.69 in [7]; that (∗) does not imply MM++(c) follows
from arguments in [4] but was known previously by Woodin). In [3], we used
some of the ideas from Woodin’s proof that MM++(c) does not imply (∗) to show
that MM+ω does not imply (∗). In this work we modify the argument from [3] to
produce a model of MM+ω in which there is a wellordering of the reals definable in
H(ℵ2) without parameters. This answers a question asked privately by Todorcevic
shortly after the results of [3] were announced. Our interest in the question was
reawakened by recent work of Asperó ([1], for instance). We note that (∗) implies
that there is no wellordering of the reals definable in H(ℵ2) without parameters
(this follows immediately from the fact that the Pmax extension is a homogeneous
extension of a model of AD containing the reals), so (∗) fails in the model here
also.

We use a variant of the set of reals Xω1

(Code)(S, z) from [3], which is itself a

variant of a set of reals from [7] (see Definition 10.22 of [7]). We call our set of reals
X2

(Code)(S). As with the other variants, under (∗) this set is equal to P(ω) (MM++

in conjunction with the existence of a Woodin cardinal below a measurable also
implies that this set consists of all subsets of ω; modulo standard Pmax arguments,
the proof in the Pmax context is the same). Our forcing construction is an iterated
forcing which uses the construction from the consistency proof for MM from [2],
adding forcings to make the set X2

(Code)(S) code the parameter S. In the end S

is the only suitable parameter coding itself via X2
(Code), and is thus definable in

H(ℵ2). The parameter S is a partition of ω1 into ℵ1-many stationary sets, and
there are numerous ways to define a wellordering of P(ω1) in H(ℵ2) from such a
parameter under the assumption of MM (the axiom ψAC from [7] allows this, for
instance). A ladder system on ω1 (under PFA, [6]) and in fact any subset of ω1

not constructible from a real (MM + “there exists a measurable cardinal”, [5]) can
also be used as parameters defining a wellordering of the reals definable in H(ω2).

The following question is still open.

Question 2. Does Martin’s Maximum++ imply (∗)?
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Rudimentary recursion, provident sets and forcing.

Adrian R. D. Mathias

Many important set-theoretical functions, such as rank or transitive closure, are
defined by a recursion on the epsilon relation of the form

F (x) = G(F ↾ x)

where G is a rudimentary function, and F ↾ x denotes the restriction of F to (the
members of) x.

Others become similarly definable when we permit parameters. If p is a set,
call F p-rud-rec if there is a rud function G such that for all x,

F (x) = G(p, F ↾ x),

and call a set A provident if it is transitive and closed under all p-rud-rec functions
with p a member of A.1

If ζ is the least ordinal not in a provident set A, then ζ is indecomposable,
that is, that the sum of two ordinals less than ζ is less than ζ. Conversely, if ζ
is indecomposable, η > ζ and p ∈ Jζ , then the Jensen set Jη is closed under all
p-rud-rec functions; in particular Jζ is provident.

Let c be a transitive set. A modification of the usual hierarchy defining the con-
structible closure L(c) of c proves desirable: define, by a simultaneous rudimentary
recursion on ordinals, sets cν , P c

ν thus:

c0 = ∅ cν+1 = c ∩ {x | x ⊆ cν} cλ =
⋃

ν<λ

cν

P c
0 = ∅ P c

ν+1 = {cν} ∪ cν+1 ∪ T(P c
ν ) P c

λ =
⋃

ν<λ

P c
ν

T being the rudimentary function introduced in [4] such that for each transitive
set u, u ⊆ T(u) ⊆ P(u), u ∈ T(u), and the rudimentary closure of u ∪ {u} equals⋃

n∈ω Tn(u). Then P c
θ will be provident whenever θ is indecomposable and > 1.

Let θ > ω be indecomposable, and C a collection of transitive sets, each of rank
strictly less than θ, with the property that any two elements of C are members of
a third. Then

⋃
c∈C P

c
θ is provident, and every provident set is of this form.

Another characterization is that a provident set is a transitive set A closed under
ordinal addition and pairing and under the functions rank, transitive closure and
T, and with the property that whenever c is a transitive member of A and ν is
an ordinal in A, the set P c

ν is in A. This remark gives a finitely axiomatisable set
theory, which we call MSF, for “minimal for set forcing”, of which the transitive
models are precisely the provident sets.

The following theorem suggests that the class of rudimentarily recursive func-
tions (with parameters) might be expected to provide a fine analysis of forcing
much as the class of rudimentary functions has provided a fine analysis of con-
structibility.

1At Oberwolfach I called such sets progressive, in ignorance of that term’s established use in
PCF theory.
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Theorem. Let A be provident and P a separative poset which is a member of A.
Then forcing over A with P can be defined in A, and the forcing relation for ∆0

formulae is in a precise sense close to P-rud-rec; if A is provident and if X is
(A,P) generic, then the generic extension A[X ] is provident.

Versions of the above for certain J-like fragments were known to Hauser [2] and
to Steel, cf. [5]; our more general result shows that as each of the computations
required for establishing properties of forcing and building generic extensions can
be done in a local J-like fragment, no global J-like structure is needed.

Each p-rud-rec function is primitive recursive in the sense of Jensen and Karp [3].
Many years ago Jensen (unpublished) verified that set forcing over a primitive re-
cursively closed set is definable and that the extension will be primitive recursively
closed. Presumably there are many intermediate function classes closure under
which is similarly preserved under set-generic extension.

Finally, Gandy in [1] mentions an unsatisfactory attempt to study fragments of
the infinitary language Lω1ω using the class of rudimentary functions; it appears
that the fragments A∩Lω1ω, where A is provident, will have the properties he was
seeking.
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More results on weak diamonds and clubs

Heike Mildenberger

This is work on a relative to Juhász’ question [5, Question 15.3], whether Os-
taszewski’s club principle implies the existence of a Souslin tree. This question is
still open. The following is a double weakening of Ostaszewski’s principle:

Definition 1. Let ♣w2 be the following statement: There is some 〈Aα : α <
ω1, α limit〉 such that for every α, Aα is cofinal in α and for every X ⊆ ω1 the set
{α ∈ ω1 : Aα ⊆∗ X ∨Aα ⊆∗ αrX} is stationary.

We prove

Theorem 2. ♣w2 and CH does not imply the existence of a Souslin tree.

We reduce this to a weak diamond, more specifically to the weak diamond of
the reaping relation, ♦(reaping).
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Lemma 3. ♦(reaping) implies ♣w2 .

We recall the definition of the weak diamond for the reaping relation:

Definition 4. (Special case of Definitions 4.3/4.4 of [6])

(1) A function F : 2<ω1 → A is called a Borel function if each part F ↾ 2α, α < ω1,
is a Borel function. The complexity of the set {F ↾ 2α : α < ω1} can be high.

(2) ♦(reaping) is the following statement: For every Borel map F : 2<ω1 → 2ω

the statement ♦F (2ω, [ω]ω, is almost constant on) holds, i.e., there is some
g : ω1 → [ω]ω such that for every f : ω1 → 2 the set

{α ∈ ω1 : F (f ↾ α) is almost constant on g(α)}

is stationary.

So the first theorem will be a corollary of the following:

Theorem 5. ♦(reaping) together with CH and “all Aronszajn trees are special”
is consistent relative to ZFC.

The forcing used in the proof is from [7, 1, 4]. Aronszajn trees are specialised
in a very careful way with forcings with side conditions that have simple D-
completeness systems. This is an application of Shelah’s theory of iterating proper
forcing without adding reals [7, Chapter 7]. Jensen [2] constructed the first model
of CH where all Aronszajn trees are special. The main technical result from [4],
that for the forcings from [7, Chapter 7, §7] and the ones from [1] many (M,P )-
generic filters can be computed in a Borel manner from arguments given by a
game played in α rounds for some α < ω1, is adapted to give a different game:
The second player imitates Miller forcing and the preservation of P -points to find
infinite realms of constancy. The first player finds a real coding the second order
parameters in the completeness system such that all other reals not eventually
below it (so for example the Miller reals) are equally suitable for coding these
parameters. The transition from the game and from many guessed countable el-
ementary substructures with little forcing scenarios to the weak diamond for the
reaping relation in V Pω2 is analogous to [4]. An article on these results [3] is in
preparation.

Since many parts of the coding technique are based on the existence of a simple
countably closed completeness system and on the diamond in the ground model
and of course on the properness of the forcing, it is an open question how to get
analogous models with 2ℵ0 ≥ ℵ2.
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On a Question of Hamkins and Löwe

William Mitchell

The question, which Hamkins and Löwe raised in connection with their work in [1]
on the modal logic of forcing, is as follows:

Question 1. Is there a model N of ZFC with the property that if λ is any cardinal
of N and H is a generic subset of col(ω, λ), then N [H ] ≡ N?

Here col(ω, λ) is the forcing to collapse λ onto ω. I present an answer to the
simpler problem:

Question 2. Is there a model N as above, except that N [H ] ≡ N is only required
when H is the collapse of a regular cardinal of N?

Theorem 3 gives an upper bound for the consistency strength of a positive
answer to Question 2:

Theorem 3. Suppose that V |= o(κ) = κ+, C∩κ is the club subset given by Radin
forcing at κ, and G is an Easton product of Levy collapses so that the cardinals of
V [C][G] below κ are the members of C together with the successors of the singular
limit points of C. Then N = Vκ[C][G] satisfies Question 2.

The best known lower bound for such a model is substantially weaker:

Theorem 4. Assume that N = V satisfies Question 2. Then there is a closed
unbounded class D of cardinals of V which are regular in K. Hence, by a result
of [3], the set of cardinals λ such that oK(λ) ≥ α is stationary in K for all ordinals
α.

Furthermore, it is possible to assign to each limit point of D a normal measure
Uλ in K in such a way that if cf(λ) > ω then there is a club subset Cλ ⊆ λ such
that if x ∈ Uλ then x ∩ λ′ ∈ Uλ′ for all sufficiently large λ′ ∈ Cλ.

The construction of N given in Theorem 3 can be modified by choosing the
Levy collapses so that the cardinals of V [C][G] are the limit points of C together
with the successors of members of C. I had thought of this construction as one
of a series of rather pathological models which show that Theorem 4 cannot be
strengthened to assert that the ultrafilters Uλ are the filters directly generated by
the co-bounded sets of successor cardinals below λ. However in a conversation
with Philip Welch here at Oberwolfach we realized that this modified construction
avoids the difficulty which prevents the model constructed in Theorem 3 from
giving a solution to Question 1: the fact that this construction would involve
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collapsing the successors of singular cardinals, which would require a much larger
cardinal in the ground model. We believe that we have a proof of the following
lower bound for a positive answer to Question 1:

Theorem 5. If N = V satisfies Question 1 then there is a closed unbounded set
of cardinals of N which have a weak repeat point in K.

I conjecture that the actual consistency strength of positive answer to Ques-
tion 1 is approximately the same as the hypothesis which I used in [2] to obtain a
model in which the club filter on ω1 is an ultrafilter. In particular, this consistency
strength would be less than o(κ) = κ++.
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A universal Aronszajn line

Justin Tatch Moore

An uncountable linear order is Aronszajn if it has no uncountable separable subor-
ders and does not contain a copy of ω1 or −ω1. These linear orders were considered
and proved to exist by Aronszajn and Kurepa [3] in the course of studying Souslin’s
Problem [8]. The purpose of this abstract is to announce the following result:

Theorem 1. (PFA)1 There is a universal Aronszajn line.

In fact, the universal Aronszajn line ηC of Theorem 1 has a very simple de-
scription in terms of Countryman lines: if C is Countryman, then ηC is the direct
limit of the products

C, C × (−C), C × (−C) × C, . . .

Recall that a linear order is Countryman if it is uncountable and its Cartesian
square can be covered by countably many non decreasing relations. Such linear
orders are necessarily Aronszajn and have the property that no uncountable linear
order can embed into both a Countryman line and its reverse. Such orders were
first constructed by Shelah in [7] and are canonical in the presence of PFA in light
of the following result which is essentially due to Todorcevic (see [12, 2.1.12]).

1Here PFA is a strong Baire category assumption due to Baumgartner. It extends MAℵ1
to

a broader class of partial orders and is a natural assumption in this context (see [1], [2], [9, §8],
[10], [11]).
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Theorem 2. (MAℵ1
) Every two ℵ1-dense non stationary Countryman lines are

either isomorphic or reverse isomorphic. In particular if C is a Countryman line,
then C and −C form a two element basis for all Countryman lines.

Theorem 1 builds on the following result, which demonstrates the special role
Countryman lines play within the class of all Aronszajn lines.

Theorem 3. [6] (PFA) Every Aronszajn line contains a Countryman suborder.

Notice that if we let η denote the ordertype of Q, then we have a rather strong
analogy between the relationship of N and −N to η and the relationship of C and
−C to ηC under the assumption of PFA. In particular, η is the order type of the
direct limit

ω, ω × (−ω), ω × (−ω) × ω, . . .

Notice that, just as any linear order which does not contain η must contain a
non empty interval which is embeddable into ω or −ω, we have the following
proposition.

Proposition 4. (PFA) If A is an Aronszajn line, then either A is bi-embeddable
with ηC or else A contains a non empty interval which is bi-embeddable with C or
−C.

It turns out that characterizing when an Aronszajn line is Countryman plays
an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 5. (PFA) If A is an Aronszajn line which is not Countryman, then
A contains an isomorphic copy of both C and −C for some (equivalently any)
Countryman line C.

If we define an Aronszajn line to be fragmented2 if it does not contain a copy
of ηC , then the above analogy extends to give a strong connection between the
(countable) scattered linear orders and the fragmented Aronszajn lines. In partic-
ular, one can associate a rank to a fragmented Aronszajn line which corresponds to
how many applications of a derivative operation are necessary in order to trivialize
it.

Laver has shown the countable linear orders are well quasi-ordered by embed-
dability [4] and the above analogy suggests the following conjecture.

Conjecture 6. (PFA) The Aronszajn lines are well quasi-ordered by embeddabil-
ity.

This could be verified using the methods of [4] if one could prove the following
from PFA (see [4] for undefined notions): If Q is a better quasi-order and C is a
Countryman line, then QC is a better quasi-order.

It is interesting to note that the consequences of PFA needed in the proof of
Theorem 1 are closely related to those used in [5] to deduce |R| ≤ ℵ2 from PFA. It
is an open problem whether the universality of ηC or the assertion the Aronszajn
lines are well quasi-ordered themselves imply |R| ≤ ℵ2.

2This definition is only appropriate under a hypothesis such as PFA.
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Banach spaces without minimal subspaces

Christian Rosendal

(joint work with Valentin Ferenczi)

In a celebrated paper, W.T. Gowers initiated a classification theory for Banach
spaces. Since the task of classifying all (even separable) Banach spaces up to
isomorphism is extremely complicated (just how complicated is made precise by
Ferenczi, Louveau, and Rosendal), one may settle for a loose classification of Ba-
nach spaces up to subspaces, that is look for a list of classes of Banach spaces such
that:

(a) each class is pure, in the sense that if a space belongs to a class, then every
subspace belongs to the same class, or maybe, in the case when the properties
defining the class depend on a basis of the space, every block subspace belongs to
the same class,

(b) the classes are inevitable, i.e., every Banach space contains a subspace in
one of the classes,

(c) any two classes in the list are disjoint,
(d) belonging to one class gives a lot of information about operators that may

be defined on the space or on its subspaces.

We shall refer to this list as the list of inevitable classes of Gowers. Many
classical problems are related to this classification program, as for example the
question whether every Banach space contains a copy of c0 or ℓp, solved in the
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negative by B.S. Tsirelson in 1974, or the unconditional basic sequence problem,
also solved negatively by Gowers and B. Maurey in 1993. Ultimately one would
hope to establish such a list so that any classical space appears in one of the classes,
and so that belonging to that class would yield most of the properties which are
known for that space. For example any property which is known for Tsirelson’s
space is also true for any of its block subspaces, so Tsirelson’s space is a pure
space, and as such, should appear in one of the classes with a reasonable amount
of its properties. Also, presumably the nicest among the classes would consist of
the spaces isomorphic to c0 or ℓp, 1 ≤ p <∞.

After the discovery by Gowers and Maurey of the existence of hereditarily in-
decomposable (or HI) spaces, i.e., spaces such that no subspace may be written as
the direct sum of infinite dimensional subspaces, Gowers proved that every Ba-
nach space contains either an HI subspace or a subspace with an unconditional
basis. These were the first two examples of inevitable classes. We shall call this
dichotomy the first dichotomy of Gowers. He then used his famous Ramsey or
determinacy theorem to refine the list by proving that any Banach space contains
a subspace with a basis such that either no two disjointly supported block sub-
spaces are isomorphic (which, for reasons that will become apparent later on, we
shall call tight by support), or such that any two subspaces have further subspaces
which are isomorphic. He called the second property quasi minimality. This sec-
ond dichotomy divides the class of spaces with an unconditional basis into two
subclasses (up to passing to a subspace). Finally, recall that a space is minimal if
it embeds into any of its subspaces. A quasi minimal space which does not contain
a minimal subspace is called strictly quasi minimal, so Gowers again divided the
class of quasi minimal spaces into the class of strictly quasi minimal spaces and
the class of minimal spaces.

Obviously the division between minimal and strictly quasi-minimal spaces is
not a real dichotomy, since it does not provide any additional information. The
main result of this paper is to provide the missing dichotomy for minimality, which
we shall call the third dichotomy.

A first step in that direction was obtained by A. Pe lczar, who showed that any
strictly quasi minimal space contains a further subspace with the additional prop-
erty of not containing any subsymmetric sequence. The first author proved that
the same holds if one replaces subsymmetric sequences by embedding-homogeneous
sequences (any subspace spanned by a subsequence contains an isomorphic copy
of the whole space).

We define a space Y to be tight in a basic sequence (ei) if there is a sequence
of successive intervals I0 < I1 < I2 < . . . of N such that for all infinite subsets
A ⊆ N, we have

Y 6⊑ [en|n /∈
⋃

i∈A

Ii].

In other words, any embedding of Y into [ei] has a “large” image with respect to
subsequences of the basis (ei).
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We then define a tight basis as a basis such that every subspace is tight in it,
and a tight space as a space with a tight basis.

Theorem 1 (3rd dichotomy). Let E be a Banach space without minimal subspaces.
Then E has a tight subspace.

Our actual examples of tight spaces turn out to satisfy one of two stronger
forms of tightness. The first is called tightness with constants. A basis (en) is
tight with constants when for for every infinite dimensional space Y , the sequence
of successive intervals I0 < I1 < . . . of N witnessing the tightness of Y in (en) may
be chosen so that Y 6⊑K [en|n /∈ IK ] for each K. This is the case for Tsirelson’s
space.

The second kind of tightness is called tightness by range. Here the range,
range x, of a vector x is the smallest interval of integers containing its support,
and the range of a block subspace [xn] is

⋃
n range xn. A basis (en) is tight by

range when for every block subspace Y = [yn], the sequence of successive inter-
vals I0 < I1 < . . . of N witnessing the tightness of Y in (en) may be defined by
Ik = range yk for each k. This is equivalent to no two block subspaces with disjoint
ranges being comparable. We show that tightness by range is satisfied by some HI
spaces and also by a space with unconditional basis constructed by Gowers.

It turns out that there are natural dichotomies between each of these strong
forms of tightness and respective weak forms of minimality. For the first notion,
we define a space X to be locally minimal if for some constant K, X is K-crudely
finitely representable in any of its subspaces. Notice that local minimality is easily
incompatible with tightness with constants. Using an equivalent form of Gowers’
game as defined by J. Bagaria and J. López-Abad we prove:

Theorem 2 (5th dichotomy). Any Banach space E contains a subspace with a
basis that is either tight with constants or is locally minimal.

There is also a dichotomy concerning tightness by range. This direction for
refining the list of inevitable classes of spaces was actually suggested by Gowers.
P. Casazza proved that if a space X has a shrinking basis such that no block
sequence is even-odd (the odd subsequence is equivalent to the even subsequence),
then X is not isomorphic to a proper subspace. So any Banach space contains
either a subspace, which is not isomorphic to a proper subspace, or is saturated
with even-odd block sequences, and, in the second case, we may find a further
subspace in which Player II has a winning strategy to produce even-odd sequences
in the game of Gowers associated to his Ramsey theorem. This fact was observed
by Gowers, but it was unclear to him what to deduce from the property in the
second case.

We answer this question by using Gowers’ theorem to obtain a dichotomy which
on one side contains tightness by range, which is a slightly stronger property than
the Casazza property. On the other side, we define a space X with a basis (xn) to
be subsequentially minimal if every subspace of X contains an isomorphic copy of
a subsequence of (xn). This last property is satisfied by Tsirelson’s space and is
incompatible with tightness by range.
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Theorem 3 (4th dichotomy). Any Banach space E contains a subspace with a
basis that is either tight by range or is subsequentially minimal.

Projective measurability does not imply projective Baire-ness

David Schrittesser

(joint work with Sy Friedman)

We study the possibility of projective sets being regular. To be more precise, we
obtain a model where every projective set is Lebesgue-measurable, but there is a
∆1

3 set lacking the Baire-property.
Lebesgue-measurability and the property of Baire are examples of regularity

properties of sets of reals. Other examples include the Ramsey-property, the per-
fect set property, or the property of being Kσ-regular.

It has long been known that the question of whether all sets in the projective
hierarchy up to some level (say, Σ1

n) are regular in some given sense, is (in all
interesting cases) independent of ZFC.

(1) For example in L, there is a ∆1
2 well ordering, yielding a set of the least

possible complexity which is not Lebesgue-measurable and has neither the
Baire nor the perfect set property.

(2) In certain models of a fragment of PD, all sets are regular up to some level
Σ1

n (regular in every sense amenable to a game-theoretic treatment); at
the same time, there is a ∆1

n+1 well-ordering, yielding an irregular set at
that level.

(3) Another example is Solovay’s model:

Theorem 1 (Solovay’s theorem). If there is an inaccessible, you can force all
projective sets to be measurable and have the Baire property (and the perfect set
property).

Observe that in all these examples, all regularity properties share the same type
of behavior. The least level in the projective hierarchy at which an irregular set
can be found is the same for many different interpretations of the word “regular”.
It would be more satisfying to prove a theorem as the one given below. Also,
the large cardinals assumed, e.g. in example (2) are much too large. One would
expect to obtain these theorems from much weaker assumptions, in the order of
magnitude of an inaccessible. Let A and B be two notions of regularity, and
assume they are in some sense “independent”.

Pipe Dream. The following is consistent, assuming small large cardinals (for
any k,n):

(1) Every Σ1
n set is A, but there is a non-A ∆1

n+1 set.
(2) Every Σ1

k set is B, but there is a non-B ∆1
k+1 set.

It should be mentioned that there can be implications:
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Theorem 2 ([1]). If all Σ1
2 sets are Lebesgue-measurable, all Σ1

2 sets have the
Baire property.

One pipe-dream come to true is the following, proved by Shelah.

Theorem 3 ([6]). Assume that ZFC is consistent. Then it is consistent that all
projective sets have the Baire property.

Theorem 4 ([6]). If all Σ1
3 sets are Lebesgue-measurable, ω1 is inaccessible in L.

As a consequence, there is a model where all sets have the Baire-property, but
with a non-measurable Σ1

3 set. Using some of the same techniques, Shelah showed:

Theorem 5 ([7]). Assume there is an inaccessible. In a forcing extension,

• every projective set is measurable,
• there’s a set without the Baire-property.

We improve this to get a theorem of our favorite type, making the set without
the Baire property projective. See [5].

Theorem 6. Assume there is a Mahlo and V = L. In a forcing extension,

• every projective set is measurable,
• there’s a ∆1

3 set without the Baire-property.

Observe that by Theorem 5, the assumption of at least an inaccessible is neces-
sary. We don’t know if our assumption of a Mahlo is necessary, but in our proof, it
is certainly vital, namely when we show that the Mahlo cardinal (which becomes
ω1 in our model) is not collapsed. By Theorem 2, the complexity of the none-Baire
set is optimal.

The theorem uses the techniques of amalgamation and coding. Amalgamation
allows for an iteration of forcing to have certain automorphisms, making all projec-
tive sets regular in the extension. We use a “full-support” variant of the technique
of [6] which allows us to preserve some strong closure property of our iteration (in
the sense of closure of partial orders, i.e. the existence of lower bounds).

Coding then provides the ∆1
3 set. We use a variant of Jensen coding [2] via

Suslin trees, from [3] (see also [4]); this is the main reason for forcing over L,
i.e. starting with the assumption V = L. The difficulty is showing that iterating
Jensen coding, interlaced with amalgamation, does not do unwanted damage, e.g.
collapse κ.

Our method seems to be quite flexible in that it offers hope to be generaliz-
able to other notions of regularity, such as the Ramsey property etc. We end by
mentioning some open questions:

• Can we prove a variant of Theorem 6, where the set without the Baire
property is ∆1

k+1, and we have, in addition, Baire-property for all Σ1
k sets,

k ≥ 3?
• For which σ-ideals can we substitute “Borel modulo I” for Baire property

or measurable?
• Can we start from a larger ground model, possibly with large cardinals?
• Prove the Mahlo is necessary or get rid of it?
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Gδ ideals of compact sets

S lawomir Solecki

I define a class of Gδ ideals of compact subsets of compact metric spaces that,
on the one hand, avoids certain phenomena present among general Gδ ideals of
compact sets (recently discovered by Mátrai) and, on the other hand, includes
all naturally occurring Gδ ideals of compact sets (coming from the notions of
meagerness, measure zero, topological dimension, etc).

I prove results on the structure of ideals in this class. I also show that there
exists a natural rank on Gδ ideals of compact sets with values ≤ ω1 and then give
a result that the ideals in our class are exactly those with the highest possible
rank.

On the other hand, I prove a theorem that the rank is unbounded below ω1

among ideals not in our class. This construction involves block sequences, a type
of combinatorial objects coming from the structural Banach space theory. Ideals
obtained using this construction have been applied, jointly by Justin Moore and
me, to answer a question of Louveau and Veličković on the existence of a Gδ ideal
strictly above the nowhere dense ideal in the Tukey order.

Proper products

Otmar Spinas

Let L be Laver forcing, and let M be Miller forcing. We show the following:

Theorem 1. The product forcing Ln×Mm is proper (actually Axiom A) for every
n,m < ω.

For n = 1, m = 0 this is of course Laver’s result in [1], for m = 1, n = 0 this is
Miller’s result in [2]. For m = 2, n = 0 this has been proved in [3]. The theorem
remains true by adding as factors any finite number of virtually every classical
tree forcing (say Sacks, Silver, Mathias, Steprans forcing).
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The consistency strength of ADR

John R. Steel

The ADR hypothesis is the assertion: there is an ordinal λ which is both a limit of
Woodin cardinals, and of cardinals which are < λ-strong. It gets its name because
Woodin showed around 15 years ago

Theorem 1 (Woodin). If the ZFC plus ADR-hypothesis is consistent, then ZF plus
ADR is consistent. Indeed, if λ witnesses the ADR hypothesis, then ADR holds in
the derived model at λ.

In the other direction, Woodin obtained from ADR a model in which OR is a
limit of Woodins and < OR strong cardinals (but Replacement fails; the order
type of the strong cardinals is ω). We shall close the gap here:

Theorem 2. If ZF plus ADR is consistent, then ZFC plus the ADR-hypothesis
is consistent. Indeed, if V is the minimal model of ADR, then in some generic
extension of V , there is a proper class extender model M satisfying the ADR-
hypothesis, and such that V is a derived model of M.

Woodin also produced a consistency-strength upper bound for ADR + DC, and
our work shows this bound is exact.

Technically speaking, our work is a refinement of a proof, due to Neeman and
the author, of Woodin’s theorem that the Mouse Set Conjecture holds in the
minimal model of ADR + DC. See [1], especially section 14, where the consistency
strength of AD+ plus “All Π2

1 sets are Suslin” is computed.
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A Descriptive View of Geometric Group Theory

Simon Thomas

In this talk, I discussed some of the central notions of geometric group theory
from the perspective of the theory of Borel equivalence relations and pointed out
some intriguing connections with recent work of Louveau-Rosendal [5, 6] on Kσ

equivalence relations. Throughout G denotes the Polish space of finitely generated
groups introduced by Grigorchuk [1]; i.e. the elements of G are the isomorphism
types of marked groups 〈G, c 〉, where G is a finitely generated group and c is a
finite sequence of generators.

Definition 1. Let G, H be finitely generated groups with word metrics dS , dT

respectively. Then G, H are said to be quasi-isometric, written G ≈QI H , iff there
exist constants λ ≥ 1, C ≥ 0 and a map ϕ : G→ H such that:

(a) 1
λ
dS(x, y) − C ≤ dT (ϕ(x), ϕ(y)) ≤ λdS(x, y) + C for all x, y ∈ G; and

(b) dT (z, ϕ[G]) ≤ C for all z ∈ H .

A clear account of the basic properties of the quasi-isometry relation for finitely
generated groups can be found in de la Harpe [2], including a proof of the following
result.

Definition 2. Two finitely generated groups G1, G2 are said to be virtually iso-
morphic or commensurable up to finite kernels, written G1 ≈V I G2, iff there exist
subgroups Ni 6 Hi 6 Gi for i = 1, 2 satisfying the following conditions:

(a) [G1 : H1], [G2 : H2] <∞.
(b) N1, N2 are finite normal subgroups of H1, H2 respectively.
(c) H1/N1

∼= H2/N2.

Theorem 3. If G1, G2 are virtually isomorphic finitely generated groups, then
G1, G2 are quasi-isometric.

From now on, ∼=, ≈V I and ≈QI will denote the isomorphism, virtual isomor-
phism and quasi-isometry relations on the space G of finitely generated groups. If
E, F are Borel equivalence relations on the Polish spaces X , Y respectively, then
we say that E is Borel reducible to F and write E ≤B F if there exists a Borel
map f : X → Y such that x E y iff f(x) F f(y). We say that E and F are Borel
bireducible and write E ∼B F if both E ≤B F and F ≤B E. Finally we write
E <B F if both E ≤B F and F �B E. The following result gives the precise
Borel complexity of the isomorphism relation on G.

Theorem 4 (Thomas-Velickovic [11]). The isomorphism relation ∼= on G is a
universal countable Borel equivalence relation.

The following result shows that if we wish to understand the precise Borel
complexity of the virtual isomorphism relation ≈V I (and also conjecturally of the
quasi-isometry relation ≈QI), then we must work within a strictly larger class of
Borel equivalence relations than the relatively well-understood class of countable
Borel equivalence relations.
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Theorem 5 (Thomas [8]). ∼= <B ≈V I .

It can be shown that the virtual isomorphism and quasi-isometry relations on
G are both Kσ equivalence relations; and the recent work of Rosendal [6] suggests
that the following conjecture should be true. (Here the equivalence relation E on
the Polish space X is said to be Kσ iff E is the union of countably many compact
subsets of X ×X .)

Conjecture 6. The quasi-isometry relation ≈QI on the space G of finitely gener-
ated groups is a universal Kσ equivalence relation.

Making use of the results of Rosendal [6], it is easy to prove the following weak
form of Conjecture 6.

Theorem 7 (Thomas [10]). The quasi-isometry relation on the space of connected
4-regular graphs is a universal Kσ equivalence relation.

On the other hand, the following result strongly suggests that the quasi-isometry
relation is strictly more complex than the virtual isomorphism relation.

Theorem 8 (Thomas [10]). The virtual isomorphism relation ≈V I on the space
G of finitely generated groups is not a universal Kσ equivalence relation.

Corollary 9 (Thomas [10]). The virtual isomorphism relation ≈V I on the space G
of finitely generated groups is strictly less complex (with respect to Borel reducibil-
ity) than the quasi-isometry relation on the space of connected 4-regular graphs.

An interesting feature of Theorem 8 is the key role which is played in its proof
by Hjorth’s notion of turbulence [3]. More specifically, we make use of the result
of Kanovei-Reeken [4] that if G is a Polish group and X is a turbulent Polish
G-space, then EX

G �B E+
1 .

Finally it should be pointed out that very little is known concerning the Borel
complexity of the quasi-isometry relation ≈QI on the space G of finitely gener-
ated groups. In fact, the following result sums up the current state of knowledge
regarding this problem.

Theorem 10 (Thomas [9]). The quasi-isometry relation on the space G of finitely
generated groups is not smooth.

Here the Borel equivalence relation E on the Polish space X is said to be smooth
iff there exists exists a Borel function f : X → Y into a Polish space Y such that
xE y iff f(x) = f(y). By Silver [7], if E is a smooth Borel equivalence relation and
F is a Borel equivalence relation with uncountably many F -classes, then E ≤B F .
Thus the smooth relations are the least complex Borel equivalence relations with
respect to Borel reducibility.
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Some consequences of reflection on the approachability ideal

Matteo Viale

(joint work with Assaf Sharon)

1. Approachability

There are two main results which motivate the introduction of the notion of
approachability by Shelah: the original motivation is the characterization of the
subsets a regular λ in the ground model which are stationary in the generic exten-
sion by a λ-closed forcing. Later, in the course of development of the pcf-theory
of possible cofinalities Shelah used the approachability ideal to guarantee the exis-
tence of scales1. In this report our results are motivated by the possible application
of this ideal to the combinatorial properties of the successor of a singular cardinal.
Our aim is to get complete description of the approachabiltiy ideal for singular
cardinal of countable cofinality in a model of MM.

Given A = {aα : α < κ+} ⊆ [κ+]<κ, δ is weakly approachable with respect to
A if there is H unbounded in δ of minimal order type such that {H ∩ γ : γ < δ}
is covered by {aα : α < δ} and δ is approachable with respect to A if there is H
unbounded in δ of minimal order type such that {H ∩ γ : γ < δ} ⊆ {aα : α < δ}.

Definition 1. Let κ be a singular cardinal. S is (weakly) approachable if there
is a sequence A = {aα : α < κ+} ⊆ [κ+]<κ and a club C such that δ is (weakly)
approachable with respect to α for all δ ∈ S ∩ C. I[κ+] is the ideal generated by
approachable sets, I[κ+, κ] is the ideal generated by weakly approachable sets.

1We refer the reader to [2] for an exhaustive and clear exposition of the theory of
approachability.
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It is clear that I[κ+] ⊆ I[κ+, κ]. For many of the known applications of approacha-
bility, it is irrelevant whether we concentrate on the notion of weak approachability
or on the apparently stronger notion of approachability. Moreover in the case that
κ is strong limit I[κ+] = I[κ+, κ] (section 3.4 and proposition 3.23 of [2]). For
this reason we feel free to concentrate our attention on the notion of weak ap-
proachability which applies to a more general context. It is rather easy to show
that I[κ+, κ] is a normal κ+-closed ideal which extends the non-stationary ideal.
A main result of Shelah is that there is a stationary set in I[κ+] for any singular
cardinal κ (Theorem 3.18 [2]). There are several applications of this ideal to the
combinatorics of singular cardinals, we remind the reader one of them and refer
him to section 3 of [2] for a detailed account: the extent of this ideal can be used to
size the large cardinal properties of κ. I[κ+, κ] is trivial unless the cardinals below
κ+ have very strong combinatorial properties (in the range of supercompactness).
Thus for example if square at κ holds I[κ+] = I[κ+, κ] = P (κ+) (Theorem 3.13
of [2]). On the other hand if λ is strongly compact and κ > λ is singular of co-
finality θ < λ then there is a stationary subset of κ+ of points of cofinality less
than κ which is not in I[κ+, κ] (Shelah, Theorem 3.20 of [2]). In the same spirit
if MM holds there is a stationary set of points of cofinality ℵ1 which is not in
I[ℵω+1,ℵω] (Magidor, unpublished). It is also consistent2 that for unboundedly
many α < ω2 there is a stationary set of points of cofinality ℵα not in I[ℵω2+1]. It
is an open problem whether it is consistent that there is a stationary set on ℵω+1

concentrating on cofinalities larger than ℵ1 and not in I[ℵω+1] (see for example
the introduction of [3] or the end of section 3.5 in [2]). We will give a partial
answer to that showing that this is not the case in models of MM. Our results
have however broader consequences than this and give serious constraints to the
possible scenarios where this problem may have a positive solution. We briefly
introduce some relevant concepts in our analysis. Sλ

κ denote the subset of λ of
points of cofinality κ. A stationary subset of λ reflects on α if it intersects all the
closed and unbounded subsets of α.

Definition 2. Let θ < κ be regular cardinals.

R(κ, θ) holds for infinite regular cardinals θ < κ if there is S stationary subset
of κ such that for all families {Si : i < θ} of stationary subsets of S there is δ < κ
such that Si reflects on δ for all i < θ.

R∗(κ) holds if if there is S stationary subset of κ such that for all families
{Si : i < κ} of stationary subsets of S there is δ < κ such that Si reflects on δ for
all i < δ.

It is clear that R∗(κ) implies R(κ, λ) which implies R(κ, θ) for all θ ≤ λ < κ.
Moreover it is not hard to realize R∗(κ) and R(κ, θ) since R∗(λ) holds if λ is
weakly compact and R(λ,ℵ1) follows from MM for all regular λ > ℵ1. Given
regular cardinals θ < κ, κ is θ-inaccessible if λθ < κ for all λ < κ.

2See for example [5] where this is achieved in the presence of a very good scale on
∏

α<ω2 ℵα.
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Theorem 3 (Sharon, V.). Assume:

• κ is singular of cofinality θ,
• λ < κ is either θ-inaccessible or in [θ+, θ+ω),
• R(λ, θ) holds.

Then Sκ+

λ ∈ I[κ+, κ].

Immediate applications of Theorem 3 are the following:

Corollary 4. Assume λ is weakly compact and κ > λ is singular cofinality θ < λ.

Then Sκ+

λ ∈ I[κ+, κ].

Proof. λ is θ-inaccessible and satisfy R(λ, θ). Now apply Theorem 3. �

Corollary 5. Assume MM. Then club many points in S
ℵω+1

>ℵ1
are approachable.

Proof. MM implies R(ℵn,ℵ1) holds as witnessed by Sℵn

ω for all n > 1 (see [4]).
Now apply Theorem 3. �

We are also be able to prove:

Theorem 6. Assume PFA. Then club many points in S
ℵω+1

>ℵ2
are approachable.

2. Chang conjectures for singular cardinals

Recall that the Chang conjecture (λ, κ) ։ (θ, ν) holds for λ > κ ≥ θ > ν if for
every structure 〈Y, λ, κ, . . . 〉 with predicates for λ and κ there is X ≺ Y such that
|X ∩ λ| = θ and |X ∩ κ| = ν. Cummings asked in [1]:

Is it consistent that (κ+, κ) ։ (ℵ2,ℵ1) for a singular κ of countable
cofinality?

A simple outcome of our main result is the following:

Theorem 7. Assume MM. Then (κ+, κ) ։ (ℵ2,ℵ1) fails for all singular κ of
cofinality at most ℵ1.

The reader is referred to the forthcoming [6] for a detailed account on the
material presented in this report.
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P-points and definable forcing

Jindřich Zapletal

Shelah introduced the notion of P -point preservation. An ultrafilter U on ω is a
P -point if every countable subset {an : n ∈ ω} ⊂ U has a pseudo-intersection in
U , that is, there is a set b ∈ U such that b \ an is finite for every number n ∈ ω.
Under the Continuum Hypothesis P -points are plentiful, however their existence
is not provable in ZFC alone. A forcing P preserves P -points if for every P -point
U in the ground model and every set a ⊂ ω in the extension there is a set b ∈ U
in the ground model which is either a subset of or disjoint from a. The P-point
preservation property is useful in ruling out Cohen reals and random reals from
the extension as well for other reasons, and it is preserved under the countable
support iteration of proper forcings.

In the context of definable proper forcing, this useful property has a serious
drawback—it refers to undefinable objects such as ultrafilters. As a result, it is
not so clear how difficult it is to verify it and how to go about its verification.
In my talk, I will identify a simple property that for definable proper forcing is
equivalent to P-point preservation.

Theorem 1. (ZFC+LC+CH) The following are equivalent for a suitably definable
proper forcing P :

• P preserves P-points
• P does not add a splitting real and (*) for every ground model f ∈ ωω and

every g < f in the extension there are an infinite ground model set a ⊂ ω
and a ground model function h : a → P(ω) such that for every n ∈ a it is
the case that |h(n)| < 2n and g(n) ∈ h(n).

In the case that P = PI for some Π1
1 on Σ1

1 ideal I, the theorem is provable
without large cardinal assumptions.

The property (*) is a weakening of the Laver property. It appears for example
in [1, Lemma 7.4.31] where it is parallel to, but not a part of, a proof that Blass-
Shelah forcing preserves P-points. There is a definable proper forcing P that is
bounding, preserves Baire category, outer Lebesgue measure, adds no splitting
reals and fails (*).

The theorem can be applied to show that various forcings preserve P-points for
which I previously only knew that they did not add splitting reals. This includes
forcings with the combinatorial DiPrisco-Llopis-Todorcevic property of [2]. The
theorem can be also applied to show that other forcings do not preserve P-points,
such as any forcing that adds a bounded eventually different real. The Blass-Shelah
forcing adds an unbounded eventually different real and preserves P-points.

The main ingredient of the proof is the following fact: if U is a P-point ultrafilter
and I is a definable ideal on ω disjoint from it, then there is an Fσ-ideal J ⊃ I
still disjoint from U .
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Suslin trees in L[E]

Martin Zeman

We generalize Jensen’s characterisation of weak compactness in L to any exten-
der model L[E]. For this purpose, we construct various kinds of global square
sequences. SC is the class of all singular cardinals.

Theorem 1. Assume V = L[E]. Let A ⊆ SC be a class. Then there is a class
A′ ⊆ A and a sequence 〈Cα |α ∈ SC〉 such that

(1) For every regular κ we have: A ∩ κ stationary implies A′ ∩ κ stationary.
(2) (a) Cα ⊆ α is closed unbounded and either Cα ⊆ SC or else otp(Cα) = ω.

(b) ᾱ ∈ limCα implies ᾱ /∈ A′ and Cᾱ = Cα ∩ ᾱ.
(c) otp(Cα) < α.

Theorem 2. Assume V = L[E]. Let κ be an inaccessible cardinal that is not
weakly compact and A ⊆ κ stationary. Then there is a sequence 〈Cα |α ∈ lim∩κ〉
such that

(1) Cα is a closed unbounded subset of α.
(2) If ᾱ ∈ limCα, then Cᾱ = Cα ∩ ᾱ.

Corollary 3. Assume V = L[E]. Then exactly one of the following holds:

(1) κ is weakly compact and every stationary subset of κ has a reflection point.
(2) κ is not weakly compact and the nonreflecting stationary subsets of κ are

dense in the family of all stationary subsets of κ.

Theorem 4. Assume V = L[E]. Then κ is weakly compact if and only if there is
no Suslin tree.

Reporter: Jakob Kellner
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